Engage.
Partners
Professional training and certification
A GLOBAL NETWORK

The ITC Supply Chain Management Programme is the United Nations-based initiative for training and professional certification in supply chain management (SCM).

- We engage local partners to provide leading training and professional certification in supply chain management.
- We partner with organizations that are committed to developing high-quality training services.
- Our global partner network includes diverse institutions and organizations.
- Our partners are business-training centres, consultancies, technical institutes, universities and trade support institutions.

- Programming is offered through qualified partners under fee-based licensing arrangements.
- Partners gain access to leading training materials and support to launch local courses and to offer exams.
- Interested in becoming a licensed partner? Contact our Programme Manager, Julia Oyiolo:
  OYIOLO@INTRACEN.ORG

COVERAGE:
Over 60 licensed partners in more than 40 countries

TIME-FRAME:
2003 - Present
LOCAL TO GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS

Local experts, trained by ITC, deliver a learning experience that is adapted to the specific needs of participants from different sectors and with varying levels of knowledge.

By engaging in partnerships, the ITC training and certification approach provides global professional recognition from the certificate level to the Diploma in Supply Chain Management.

Through ITC partnerships, more value adding activities are being made available to the SCM profession worldwide.

- Our partnership agreement with the European Institute of Purchasing Management (EIPM) offers a Master of Business Administration (MBA) direct degree entry and earned credits for diploma holders.
- We also partner with other teams at ITC, international organizations (such as the World Food Programme for humanitarian logistics training) and donors to deliver trade-related technical assistance.

“TRAINERS MASTER CLASS”

ITC delivers “Trainers Master Class” workshops. The goal is to develop sustainable local training capacities for the benefit of supply chain professionals.

We provide web-based support and administration, course module books, trainer materials and multimedia learning tools. Partners are responsible for selecting local trainers.

In coordination with ITC, partners can configure training approaches to meet the demands of their particular market. Where possible, content is localized with relevant cases and language.

Explore a map of our global partner network: SUPPLYCHAIN.INTRACEN.ORG

PARTNER IMPACT, 2003-2018

2,384 Partner-trainers trained

7,684 Events

45,253 (15,258 female) participants

2,972,657 Hours of participant training

60,495 Exams delivered

DEVELOPMENT GOALS:
SDG 4 – Quality Education